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The movie trailer for the book:
http://youtu.be/BdVbAK6RjUo The film
by Tina Konscholky, University Weimar,
2013 from the book by Gerd Lakowitz
Nahtoderlebnis (in German) and Near
death experience (in English), published by
CreateSpace
Publishing
and
from
Amazon.com available, due histrionic, very
good performance and empathy provides a
deep insight not only in the books of the
author but also in the dichotomy of
personality that has really experienced the
unthinkable and is now looking in his life
for ways to cope. What impact did his
near-death experience, dating back to 1974,
on his entire life recounts Gerd Lakowitz
based on numerous examples and explains
in detail the self-observed changes in the
attitudes of his life. In addition, dares a
self-critical assessment the author and his
perceptions these formations have accepted
interpretation of the events, trying to find
to classify the images and stories of what
he had experienced in the hereafter in his
life, explanations why and know
mysterious, diverse events in his near-death
experience and also on the often inadequate
interpretation of his consciousness in the
incomprehensible. Both Gerd Lakowitz
refers to position to change oneself in
relation to his fellows both in private as
well as professional respect for the exposed
sensations Afterlife. In chapter V,
Lakowitz ventures for the first time a
glimpse of possible and probable changes
on Earth. He refers to, two scientific
examples, the upcoming change in the near
future.
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